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Move Out Cleaning Checklist for Vacating Tenants*
Every property management company is different. What Premiere Properties Requires for a successful move out may differ greatly from what Alliance might want.
It’s also important to remember that Property Managers might update move out requirements due to landlord requests, general policy changes or for any number of
reasons. Get an updated move out list prior to packing, cleaning and vacating your rental. Our move out cleaning service covers all the essentials needed for clean,
successful exit from your rental unit. Fell free to call us today for a free quote at 702-430-6779.

General:
1. All marks must be washed off walls. Remove nails and tacks, do not patch (varies in many instances).
2. Sweep and mop tile and vinyl floors (kitchen and bathrooms, entryways, etc.)
3. Carpeting is to be vacuumed and professionally cleaned. Save receipts and turn in to manager.
4. All trash must be completely removed from the property/unit.
5. Clean light fixtures throughout unit. Replace burnt out bulbs.
Kitchen:
1. Clean dishwasher inside and out.
2. Sweep and mop kitchen floor, including under the movable appliances.
Refrigerator:
1. Detail cleaning refrigerator interior.
2. Remove and clean vegetable drawers.
3. Thoroughly clean refrigerator exterior.
4. Move refrigerator from wall and clean floor (this varies).
5. Freezer must be defrosted and cleaned.
Oven/Stove:
1. Clean all racks and broiler pan.
2. Detail clean oven interior as well as stove top and all accessories.
3. Sweep and clean under stove.
4. Detail stove exterior.
Cabinets and Drawers:
1. Clean cupboards inside and out.
2. Detail drawers with a damp cloth.
3. Sink must be cleaned and debris free.
Bathroom(s):
1. Bathtub, shower and wall tile must be scrubbed and rinsed.
2. Toilet must be thoroughly cleaned inside and out including base of toilet.
3. Medicine and lower cabinetry emptied and wiped clean.
4. Clean mirror(s) and any glass.
5. Detail clean sink(s).
Optional Requirements (varies greatly, rarely requested):
1. Clean all windows both interior and exterior.
2. Dust and clean curtain rods.
3. Wipe and clean window sills.
4. Wash exterior and interior entry doors (front, back and garage – all applicable).
5. Fireplace professionally swept.
6. Clean drapes and/or mini blinds.
7. Detail clean baseboards.

*Please Note:
This move out cleaning checklist serves as a general guideline of what is usually required by a majority of companies. However, it should not be
used as a definitive checklist but instead as a primer of what to expect. If you’re a tenant preparing to vacate we highly recommend that you
contact your property management company and review everything required for a successful move out inspection. We also suggest that you
request to be present for the inspection. If you’re a tenant moving into a unit, be sure to do a move-in inspection. This is very important. Get
everything in writing and signed.

